CLPD’S SUGGESTED COMMENTS FOR SUBMISSION TO THE PARTY’S PARTNERSHIP IN POWER REVIEW

The Party is currently reviewing the Partnership in Power (PiP) policy making arrangements that have been in operation since the 1997 Annual Conference.  An Interim Report from the three review working groups was published in September 2004.  Submissions to the review are invited by early February 2005. (To: Partnership in Power review, the Labour Party, 16 Old Queen Street, London, SW1H 9HP).

The review is, in large part, a recognition that PiP is facing a crisis of credibility.  In his latest pamphlet, The Future Party, Peter Hain admits that members have a perception that devolving “most responsibility for policy-making to the NPF has been used as a means of denying them a say over contentious current policy issues”.  Hain accepts that many members “feel marginalised and the PiP framework is losing credibility.  I believe that we will struggle to establish ourselves as a true party of government unless we can end the relationship of perpetual distrust between party members and the leadership”.  This distrust is fuelled when, in clear breach of undertakings made in 1997, Ministers announce they will ignore Alternative Positions from the NPF (such as rail re-nationalisation and the fourth option for council tenants) that were carried by Annual Conference, the Party’s sovereign body.  And the distrust is further fuelled when major controversial policies, such as foundation hospitals and top-up fees, aren’t taken through the PiP process at all, but are simply steam rollered through Parliament by leadership dictat.  This lack of credibility and distrust helps explain why Party membership has slumped by at least 50% since 1997.

Much of the Interim Report is, to use Hain’s words, “self-congratulatory”, but it makes one unarguable assertion – “Those who participate in PiP want to see their views reflected in government action and that they have made a difference”.  In this spirit CLPD has put together the following suggestions that could be used by CLPs and affiliated organisation when making their submissions to the Review.

·	All significant new policy must be taken through the PiP process and all Alternative Positions, carried by Annual Conference, must be taken on board by Ministers.

·	At the final stage of the process, alongside any Alternative Positions from the NPF, Annual Conference should also be able to consider amendments to the NPF documents submitted directly from CLPs and affiliated organisation.  These amendments would be composited by the CAC and all those composites with significant weight would be timetabled.  The Party needs to encourage a culture where differences of opinion are welcomed, replacing the narrow control and command culture of recent years.

·	Policy carried by Annual Conference should be incorporated into the Party Programme (as set out in the Rule Book).  The Party Programme should be regularly updated and published by the NEC as a rolling programme.  The NEC should ensure that this document is included in the Manifesto drafting process and at the Clause V meeting which approves the final draft of the Manifesto. 

·	The threshold for Alternative Positions should be lowered to 15% of those attending the NPF meeting where the vote is taken.  Forum members need to be given more time to prepare their amendments.  And those involved with Alternative Positions should be able to redraft them at the NPF to take account of discussions at the NPF.

·	There should be more consultation on specific current policy issues and more discussion at the NPF on such issues.  

·	Government Green and White Papers should be submitted to the NPF for debate and possible amendment.

·	Those sections of the NPF that are subject to election should be elected annually, to maintain accountability.

·	All submissions made to the NPF (except duplicate material) should be available at appropriate NPF meetings for NPF members to consult at their leisure.

·	There should be regular reports to the NPF detailing progress on policy implementation by Ministers, especially in relation to the Manifesto and conference decisions.

·	The proceedings of the NPF need to be more transparent.  Consideration should be given to publishing a synopsis of Forum discussions (perhaps using a website), which records why particular ideas were not adopted.  CLPs and affiliates need to be able to trace the progress of their submissions. There should be recorded votes at NPF meetings when requested by 5% of those present.

·	At Annual Conference there should be provision for voting in parts on NPF documents, instead of the current take-it-or-leave-it basis.

·	The Party needs to investigate ways to increase the ethnic minority representation at the NPF.

·	Names and contact details of NPF delegates should be provided to CLP Secretaries.  More effective mechanisms for NPF members to consult and report back need to be developed.

·	In relation to Contemporary Motions at Annual Conference, the provisions for four to be chosen by the unions and four additional motions to be chosen by the CLPs should be fully implemented.  Contemporary Motions are very important for giving expression to members’ views.  They are what prevents Annual Conference from simply becoming a self-congratulatory rally aimed at the press and media.

